Campus lacks
needed birth
control clinic;
county helps
By SHARON ROGERS
Daily Investigative Writer
In a recent "Dear Ronnie" column, Gov.
Reagan was asked what alternatives, other than
abortion, he suggested for unplanned pregnancies.
He recommended "a cold shower . . . or
firmly shaking the head from side to side."
What can a SJS coed do if she doesn’t agree
with the governor’s birth control methods?
Although over 40 per cent of SJS students
are women, there are very few on -campus
birth control services.
Ortha Quadros, student personnel counselor,
has been doing abortion counseling for a number of years. Mrs. Quadros said she usually
refers young women to county facilities for
birth control.
The campus Health Center offers limited
counseling and referral and gives pregnancy
tests. Last year, 284 tests were given. Since
results are confidential, it is not known how

many were positive.
Planned Parenthood and the County Health
Department provide most of the family planning services for college women. Both agencies
stress "it would definitely help" if a campus
clinic was opened.
Planned Parenthood, located at East Santa
Clara and 16th streets, claims about 70 per cent
of its patients are SJS students. It is not unusual to wait four to eight weeks loran appointment.
At the Planned Parenthood clinic, women pay
$15 to $25 per year, based on their ability to
pay, to cover the physical exam and Pap test.
All types of contraception are available, but
among young women "the pill" is most popular. Pills cost about $1.50 per month.
This leads to another problem:
"You don’t start the pills the day you come
in," noted Gail Haunte, clinic assistant. "It’s
surprisingthe girls who come in are waiting to start their pills, and get pregnant while
waiting because they didn’t use any other contraceptive. People don’t want to hassle with
’that other stuff."
She noted that condoms and foam, contraceptives which can be purchased at any drugstore and are provided free by Planned Parenthood, are almost 100 per cent effective when
used together.
However, the safety factor
decreases by half when only one is used.
"Girls like to be romantic and spontaneous
about sex," she continued. "But what are you
going to do if you get pregnant? An abortion? That’s not very romantic."
Both Planned Parenthood and county services
are designed primarily to service low-income
and minority families.
While many students certainly qualify as
"low-income," they are not the really disadvantaged people these prqgrams are aimed at,
according to Dr. Bernice Giansiracusa, Santa
Clara County health officer.
Although it isn’t known just how many SJS
women are seen for family planning, of more
than 1,200 patients seen between July and
September at the county health clinic, 288
were in the 15-19 age group, and 508 were
age 20-24. The 15th street free clinic, separate from Planned Parenthood, presently has
a four week waiting period.
The county gets many requests for preg-

nancy testing from the campus area, according to Dr. Giansiracusa.
"And whether they actually are pregnant
or not, the fact that such a large number
thinks they are pregnant, tells us that more
birth control service is required."
Eighty-six women, ages 18-24, living around
the campus, had positive tests, during the first
This is the minimum,
six months of 1971.
she says, because the college, Planned Parenthood and private doctors are also providing
tests.
However, the illegitimacy rate in the SJS
area is relatively low, "suggesting that girls
are getting birth control or abortions someplaceor going home to have the babies,"
Dr. Giansiracusa said.
Although SJS does not have a birth control
clinic, various alternative programs have been
presented in the past.
Among them were two different plans worked
out between the Health Center; Donna F’ung
(organizer of the last semester’s birth control information center), Planned Parenthood
and local physicians.
Sorre local doctors agreed to open their
offices one day a week to provide medical
services and prescriptions to SJS women.
Students were to handle the educational and
administrative work so rates could be reduced.
"The plan had a lot of kinks but it was a
coordination of existing services," Miss Fung
stated. "It would have given immediate service
to college women in the best way available."
Another possibility was for Planned Parenthood to use Health Center facilities in the
evenings.
"Planned Parenthood was to provide the professional staff and our staff would hold the lectures and train students to do intake interviews and the administrative work," Dr. Gray
explained.
This plan was rejected by the chancellor and
the trustees, apparently because of the "legal
liabilities."
The birth control information center was
started in the Spring of 1971 to provide contraceptive and referral advice, and as a foundation for establishing a clinic through campus
health services. The center, financed by Associated Students, stopped service last June,

shortly after Buck’s election as president.
Miss Fung frets that much was accomplished
while the center existed. A brochure had been
printed, telling the advantages, disadvantages
and costs of different methods of contracepThe volunteer staff had grown to 25
tion.
Contacts were also established with the local
birth control and abortion agencies.
Claiming A. S. Pres. Mike Buck stopped
the center, Miss F’ung said.
"I didn’t understand Buck’s reasoning in disHe said he planned to
banding the center.
do some work in the area himself. But everything he said he wanted to do, we were already
He didn’t seem interested in any of
doing.
my information."
She said she is "very disillusioned" about
the possibility of accomplsihing anything
through student government.
"I’ve seen a lot of dirty politicking done
by students who have an anti-establishment
And they use the same methods and
front.
reasons they speak against."
When asked about the information center,
Buck replied he thought it was "a limited
use thing and a duplication of services since
Mrs. Quadros was doing counseling too."
Associated Students should provide "seed
money" to get experimental programs such
as the birth control information center going,
Buck said.
"But once we’ve shown that it’s needed, it
should be taken over by the rightful agents
and paid for by the state," Buck said.
Other state colleges (Humboldt, Sacramento,
San Diego and Fullerton) already have birth
control clinics.
San Jose City College (SJCC) made birth
control services available last year and De
Anza College in Cupertino is just beginning a
program in cooperation with the county.
In fact, to establish birth control was a main
reason for opening a health center and hiring
a full-time doctor at SJCC, according to Dr.
George Peden.
"The idea was to keep a large number of
girls who dropped out because they got pregnant. It was and is a real problem," he said.
The SJCC program is designed so the girls
pay a $3.50 lab fee for the Pap test. Prescriptions are given so the student also pays
the cost of the pills.
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Charles Schulz, creator of the world-famous "Peanuts" comic
strip, will appear at SJS today at noon in Morris Daily Auditorium. The speech, sponsored by the Presidential Speakers
Forum, is free and open to the public.

University status for SJS
hinges on Ronnie’s approval
SJS may get a new name if Gov.
Ronald Reagan signs a bill giving
selected state colleges university
status.
Reagan is not expected to decide
on the controversial bill until Monday
since he is not in Sacramento. The
bill, awaiting the governor’s signature, was passed in the Assembly
Wednesday on a 41-20 vote.
Of the governor does not sign the
bill within 12 days, the bill becomes
law. However, if he vetoes the bill,
he will send it back to the Assembly
with his written objections. A twothirds majority can override a vote.
The bill would not go into effect
until 61 days after the legislative session ends.
Thus, SJS could not
become San Jose State University
in January, 1972, since the session
still has some time to run.
The bill was authored by three
Santa Clara County legislators, Republican Richard Hayden and Democrats Alister McAlister and John
Vasconcellos.
If SJS’ name is changed, signs
office stationery and uniforms would
have to be changed.
According to Hobert Burns, SJS
academic vice president, the cost of
making the sign changes (possibly
more than $10,000 worth) would be

SHARE sponsors weekend treat
A one-man band, a puppet show,
clowns, candle making, fortune tel-

Foreign tuition

upped by court
The rate of tuition per year for
all S.JS foreign students will be $1100,
the San Jose Superior Court decided
after a series of hearings during the
past month.
Superior Judge 0. Vincent Bruno
has refused to issue a court injunction to halt the California State College Board bf Trustees’ authority
from raising the tuition from $600
to $1100.
After investigting three of the
questionnaires submitted by the
plaintiffs, Judge Bruno concluded that
students appear to have two alternatives. They can either take fewer
units, resulting in a lower tuition
cost or they can work in order to
finance their education, he ruled.

ling and a hot dog and Hawaiian
punch lunch are some of the events
at tomorrow’s SHARE -sponsored
Pleasure Fair.
The fair, which is free, will beheld
in the women’s gym from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. tomorrow.
Mike Irving will give a metal
sculpture demonstration and Bob
Johnson will show how to use the
potter’s wheel.

Greely Robertson’s World Famous
One Man Band will be the feature
attraction while other events include
SJS’s Cuaron and Jaime with Puppets
Unlimited, sand candle making and
wood crafts.
About 500 children and their tutors
from the San Jose are are expected
to attend, according to Miner Grey
Lowe, public relations director for
Operation SHARE.

off-set by additional federal funds,
the college would be eligible for
as a result of its new status.
The State College Board of Trustees and Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke
have supported the bill.
A change in the college’s status
would bring added prestige, but the
college would not start granting doctoral degrees, nor would less emphasis be put on undergraduateprograms, Dr. Burns said.
Legislators against the bill argued
that the bill would institute more research and less classroom teaching
by instructors getting new titles

"You’re badly mistaken if you think
this is just a name change," warned
Assemblyman Leo Ryan, D -Burlingame, who opposed the bill.
A state college could be renamed
in a state university if it met qualifications to be developed by the Coordinating Council for Higher Education and college trustees.
The renamed colleges would remain under the jurisdiction of the
board of trustees.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce
President Stanley Parton telegraphed
Reagan asking him to support the
bill.

Pressure the system
says Berkeley mayor
"The whole value of being in a
position of power is knowing how to
exercise it."
Berkeley Mayor Warren Widener
told an audience of 150 at SJS Wednesday night how he and the city
councilmen are attempting to change
their system of government.
Widener contended that the only
way to get things done in government
is to "put pressure on the system,
since rational thinking doesn’t work."
Widener cited the recent sanctuary
resolution by the Berkeley City Council as proof that using the power within the system can change things.
The resolution, which was adopted
by a 6-1 vote, supports the efforts
of Bay Area religious groups to establish sanctuaries for military deserters.
It also pledges that city
officials will not help in arresting
these deserters.
Widener emphasized the resolution
did not encourage men to desert, nor

did it say the city wouldprotect them.
As another example of using their
power, Widener cited another recent
resolution of the city council asking
the U.N. to investigate the killing
of George Jackson.
These resolutions show "a municipal body can align itself with people
who look upon these bodies as
stumbling blocks in their fight against
oppression," stated the mayor.
The main area in which the mayor
and the city council can exercise control over the city manager, who holds
most of the power, is in the budget.
Instead of passing the police budget without questioning it, Widener
said, the city council cut 10 per cent
from the police department, and then
made specific cuts, such as denying
funds for riots and intelligence.
Widener remarked the police
department will have to accept more
minorities in their program if they
expect to get the money they want.

March to protest abortion laws
Women and men will march in San
Francisco tomorrow to protest against all abortion laws. Marchers
are expected from California, WaSltington, Oregon, Colorado and Utah.
The march is part of a national
effort by women to repeal all laws
which regulate when an abortion can
be performed.
There will be domonstrations in

New York and Washington, D.C., Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and
England.
The Women’s National Abortion
Action Coalition, the march’s organizer, asks that all restrictions against birth control information be
ended. They also ask that government efforts to force sterilization

upon welfare and minority women
be stopped.
The march will assemble at 10:30
at Embarcadero Plaza and continue
to the Civic Center.
According to Helen Meyers,
western regional coordinator of the
Women’s Abortion Coalition, all 50
states have restrictive abortion laws.

In 31 states, there are restrictive
contraception laws.
Further information is available
by contacting Women’s Abortion Coalition in San Francisco at (415)864-0500.
A car pool for people going to
the march will meet at 8:45 at
Seventh and San Carlos streets.
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Editorial

To the Right

Marijuana laws archaic
Two bills which would have liberalized marijuana laws have recently been killed.
One bill, defeated by an Assembly committee, would have made
possession of less than two ounces
(two lids) of marijuana an automatic misdemeanor.
Another bi II, vetoed by Gov. Reagan, would have changed the classification of pot from a narcotic to
a restricted drug.
We believe marijuana should be
legalized, and the defeat of these
mildly liberal bills is a setback
to justice.
It’s true that the effects of grass
have not been adequately researched. However, with the exception
of a few researchers, scientists
generally agree that the marijuana
found in the U.S. is fairly harmless if smoked in moderation.
For example, no one in the whole
world has been known to be killed
by marijuana. Yet, 5,000 Americans die each year from consuming overdoses of alcohol.
The argument that we should
wait until the facts are all in before legalizing marijuana is weak.
After all, it is known that alcohol
has dangerous effects on the body.
Yet it was impossible to enforce a
prohibition of alcohol.
Prohibition of marijuana, which
is probably less dangerous than
alcohol, has also proved impossible to enforce.
The present laws which call
marijuana a narcotic are out of
date and have probably led to the
increased use of hard drugs.
The teenager who is taught that
marijuana is as dangerous as amphetamines, barbiturates and heroin soon finds out that authorities
have lied about marijuana. The
same teenager may go on to harder drugs, believing the authorities
lied about them, too.
Some argue that marijuana
should not be legalized because it
would not be to the social good to
legalize one more drug that could
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Cheap Thrills
By CORY FARLEY

Letters to the editor

‘Frat needs
new direction’
Editor:
I would like to recap last weekend to possibly answer a question
that has been plaguing the SJS campus for the last few weeks.
First, Friday night a SJS fraternity, the same one that was
suspended from campus not long
ago for a panty raid that got out
of hand, invaded another sorority.
Some of the events that occured
were the following:
Sawdust was spread all over the
sorority house.
Old food was spread on the floor,
producing a smell and worms.
Two snakes were let loose in
the house.
Two girls were "syruped and
feathered."
The front of their house was
painted with red paint.
All of this was done late at
night. I contend that if this fraternity redirected their. energies
to serving the community, some
of their problems would be solvAnd they want to know why
ed.
the fraternity system is dead.
Terry Kennedy
033987

of the "Conservative Review." Following up on a Spartan Daily editorial which spoke of the need for
different views on campus, representatives of CHC pointed out that
the "Conservative Review" was the
only conservative on campus publication.
Furthermore, except for my
emi-weekly column, there are no
avowed conservatives on the Spartan Daily staff.
The amount requested ($576.24
for eight issues) was certainly mo-

Oita . ’ Irtrirtriinri ’1

"A country, like an individual, has

Last week, as the faithful reader will recall, you were left quivering at the interesection of highways 9 and 35, undecided whether
to go left to the world’s only cemetery -with -a -view, right to the
Christmas tree farm, or straight
down the hill to Saratoga and San

I suppose by now that nothing
that A.S. Council does should surprise me. For far too many semesters I have seen SJS student
government making policies on
the basis of little more than its
own unexamined prejudices. Those
participating in Wednesday’s session, however, outdid themselves.
There was no attempt to hid the
bigotry.
The Committee for Honorable
Conservatism (CHC) had requested
$576.24 to publish eight issues

be abused.
Those weak persons who would
abuse the drug, however, are probably already abusing it illegally or
are abusing other drugs such as
alcohol. The addition of another
legal drug will not add to the weak
persons in society; the weak persons are already here.
Furthermore, there is no doubt
that a marijuana detection test will
eventually be discovered so that
pot smoking drivers will be caught.
The penalties for smoking marijuana in California are outrageous,
especially considering users are
committing no greater sin than
those millions of persons who
take a drink.
A first offender for marijuana
=11 (Ai I- 11 ’I I
possession in California commits IP
either a misdemeanor or a felony -.
depending on the judge’s decision.
1 t
kt
I
If convicted of a misdemeanor, the
ri _ tit
first offender can get one year
-’L = in the county jail. If convicted of
a felony, ’the first offender can get
)
one to ten years in prison.
, ,
4
If convicted previously of a similar felony, the second time user
can get 2 to 20 years in prison.
And a third time offender, incredibly enough, can get 5 years
,,.’
to life in prison.
1 j"-"Tn7r-7Unfortunately, marijuana laws
are sometimes enforced selectively.
Radicals who have participated in a demonstration know
enough to hide their grass.
The only unfortunate aspect of
marijuana legalization is that the
government would probably overtax it --much like liquor is overtaxed today. Also, marijuana would
probably be sold in excessively
low concentrations --much like 3.2
per cent beer.
Nevertheless, the archaic marijuana laws must be changed
immediately. Two many persons
are going to prison for laws that
ape..
meo,
are about as relevant as those
laws which called for the burning "President Nixon must know what he’s doing...He has more facts than we do."
of witches.
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O’Connell

Jose.
If you opt for Saratoga, it’s about 20 miles back to school,
the first seven on Big Basin Road,
the last great sports car road in
this part of the world. There’s a
lot of scenery but not much else
except the Paul Masson Wineries’
tasting room, where you might as
well stop since you’re so close
anyway.
The best way to go, though, is
left on 35, toward San Francisco.
Highway 35 is calledSkyl ineBouleyard here, and it runs along the
ridge that forms the backbone of
the San Francisco Peninsula. When
it’s not foggy on the ocean side
(often) or smoggy on the city side
(rare) you can see clear from
Merced to Mann.
There are dozens of roads
branching off Skyline, some paved
but mostly dirt. Unless they’re
marked as dead ends, the ones
on the west (left) side usually
find their way to Highway One
on the coast, and the ones on the
east will eventually lead to El
Camino Real.
The town of Sky Londa, about
15 miles north of the intersection,
is the social center for the dirt bike set. On any Sunday, there’ll
be 75 to100cyclesthrashingaround
the roads and trails, much to the
delight of the bartenders and the
chagrin of the local residents.
Also in Sky Londa are a couple
of restaurants (one of them named
Alice’s) and a freak gas station.
That is, a gas station run by freaks.
Whatever, they’re nice guys.
Sky Londa is the location (decisions, decisions) of another junction. Left to San Gregorio Beach,
right to Redwood City, or straight
to the bay window Boot Hill.
Hang in there. Next week we
start another exciting adventure.

Profs clarify two points
Editor:
Many thanks for your front-page
attention to the efforts of an Ad
Hoc Committee of women faculty
and students to explore the possibilities of establ ishing a women’s
studies program on this campus.
May we claim a bit more space
to clear up two points which the
understandable enthusiasm of your
talented political writer, Jane Nolan, may have led her to underemphasize?
1.
The plans for a woman’s
studies program here are very
much in the preliminary planning
stage. We have had only two formal meetings of the committee. We
have met only informally with administrators and other faculty. So
far our reception on campus has
been interested and friendly.
We hope the news story will not
indicate to anyone that we want to
continue entirely independently. On
the contrary, we hope for close
consultation from all segments of
the campus community in developing and implementing whatever
program emerges from joint deliberations.
2. Courses that the news story
listed as already being taught on
this campus were in some instances only in the proposal stage.
For example, Dr. Gail P. Fuller -

ton, associate professor of sociology, suggested the possible offering of "Women’s Roles in a
Male -Dominated Society."
A couf-se proposed by Dr. Billie
B. Jensen, professor of history,
was entitled "Women in History."
Other faculty women either now
offering courses concerning women are interested in offering
courses, workshops, symposia, or
lecture series include: Dr. Marie
Fox, associate professor of philosophy; Dr. Cornelia Tomes, professor of guidance and counseling;
Dr. Lenore Seltzer, associate professor of psychology; Dr. Sybil
Weir, assistant professor of English; and De. Cynthia Gliner and
Lori Helmbold of New College.
In sum, we want your readers to
know that everything is now only at
the beginning, that we haven’t "decided" anything. We also want you
to know that the committee realizes it will need the help and support of the whole campus community before we have the kind of
women’s studies program that will
benefit us all --men, women, faculty, students, and staff --c a n
come into being.
Dr. Bernadene V. Al len, Assistant
Professor of Tutorials
Dr. Fauneil J. Rinn, Professor
of Political Science

Stall Comment

Calling all volunteersnow
By PENNY SPAR
The need arises once more for
volunteer help on this campus and
maybe this time students will show
more than apathy to the plea.
Because this time the volunteer
work will directly benefit the students
in the creation of a campus night spot.. .a coffeehouse.
Sure, we look for something
more on weekends than the Friday
Flicks, a quickie game of bowling,
or even the rip-off theater rates in
the neightborhood. And now comes

COM(’ II .
Don’t just sit there.
You
must have something on your
mind.
Voice your opinion in
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily.

the chance to have that cheap entertainment all us poor students
thrive on.
Can you dig a student run and
operated coffeehouse, serving up
the old beatnik and hippie menu of
cheese, peanuts, coffee and three
kinds of tea?
How about free entertainment
from your fellow students? And
how about a place you had a hand
in creating?
Well, the call is out for help
from you to bring your talents,
whether acting, singing, comedy,
decorating or just general all around good-natured help to create
that campus center we have been
demanding for so long.
Now your apathy can fade away
into never-never land, if you lend
your talents for the coffeehouse.
Volunteers can see Terry Gusto
in the A.S. offices on the third
level of the College Union.

dest, especially when compared
with the $1,900 which Council gave
to the Black newspaper, Shaka, a
few weeks ago (see editors’ note).
CHC expected a somewhat cool reception, given the leftist bias of the
council. They were amazed, however, by the open display of hostility based solely on political prejudice.
Copies of "Conservative Review" had been placed in each
council member’s mail box earl ier
in the week so that they could read
the newsletter over carefully. As
it turned out, most of the councilmen had not read it.
Those that had, criticized it on
the following grounds: a pro-Shaka
article had been published; an anti Red China article had been published; the articles in general offended the political sensibilities of
the council.
At one point, when the shouting
was particularly loud, I asked if
council would at least listen to
CHC’s rationale before voting no.
One councilman (I forgot his
name in the chaos), made a legitimate criticism.
He stated
that he was against student government funding any other paper
than the Spartan Daily. He preferred to concentrate on trying
to make the Daily representative
of more than one dominant view.
The Committee for Honorable
Conservatism agrees.
We also
believe that the ultimate goal
should be to stop funding of any
newspaper --make all newspapers
compete on the free market.
However, as long as the council
rejects this philosophy and funds
the Daily and the Black newspaper, there is no legitimate reason why it should refuse to fund
"Conservative Review."
It appears that legitimate reasons do not concern the majority
of the Council.
Perhaps the most disturbing
statement made was to the effect
that we "could not possibly be
serious" about our newspaper.
Why disturbing? Because council has wrapped itself up in its
liberal cocoon and resents an occasional foray by a conservative
into its domain.
Certainly we are serious. Although it may come as a surprise
to council, there are students who
oppose Red China’s admission to
the U.N., Support the war in Vietnam, favor the Shah, and are proud
to be called capitalists.
Come out of your cocoon, council. This is a college where many
views should be presented and
evaluated.
It is not yet an indoctrination center where only liberal or Black views are allowed.
Student Council is working to make
it one.
Editors’ Note: A.S. Council did
not allocate $1,900 to the Black
newspaper, Shaka. A.S. Council
failed to override Mike Buck’s veto on the measure.

Staff Comment

Where does
bubbly flow?
By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
I wonder if the trustees will
throw a fit if a beer tapper is installed in the Spartan Daily office.
It’s not that I want any favors.
I’m just looking for equal time.
The A.S. executive offices have
had the bubbly flowing at least
twice this year (and I’m counting
only the times I’ve personally
seen).
The first time was to celebrate
A.S. President Mike Buck’s victory over Jim Ferryman. That
was billed as an open house.
A few dozen supporters of Buck
showed up and consumed a tapper
of beer, a few bottles of Cold Duck
and some champagne. I partook a
taste myself.
The second occasion was Monday. I’m not quite sure what the
occasion was.
Maybe it was to
belatedly celebrate the birthday of
Buck’s grandmother.
In any case, I’m a litt
eeved
(either because of the fee:,iig that
they can and I can’t, or the realization that I could all the time and
didn’t know it).
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Season over
for booters?
By KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
A sparkling season
came to a close for the
SJS soccer team Wednesday night in Concord.

Well, almost.
The Spartans, with
their regular campaign
completed, must still
play one game. A waiting one.
Winding up the 1971
season with a 3-1 win
over the California
LATE, LATE SHOW
Bears at Diablo Valley
Junior College, the
UA Regency
Spartan booters now
have to await the deout, ageoeslv tunny
cision if NCAA officials if they land
"PUTNEY SWOPE"
a berth in the Western
Regional playoffs.
"POUND"
"We should be considered for someAll seats $1.00
thing," said coach JuMidnight Fri & Sat
lie Menendez. "We finished the season with a
Doors open at 11:45
12-2-1 record and the
?GOO
Caneno SANTA CL one
two teams we lost to
were two of the best
in the nation."
uft,e
4111
The Spartans sufs()METHING BIG’
fered their only losses
Dean Martin
second ex at the hands of and
"LE MANS"
fifth
ranked UCLA
ranked USF. Both the
PRUNIEYARD
Bruins and Dons have
secured playoff berths.
11.
The win over Cal was
I’. R. BASKIN"
in a sense a strange
-STERILE
one. The Spartans ac’CK00"
counted for all the
scoring despite getting
PRLMOEYARD 371
w.....wwww.,
credit for only three
goals.
Ink
With 14:05 left in the
-BULLIVI"
first quarter, fullback
a
-BONNIE & CLN
Rusty Menzel tried to
clear the ball from the
SJS net and pulled the
PRUNEYARD 371
ultimate boo-hoo. He
3120
accidently kicked the
ball past goalie Gary
-THE St NINI).1
St. Clair to give the
ol,"42"
Bears their only score.
The Spartans got the
favor returned,howREGENCY 246
1111
ever, when the Bears
missed a direct free
0
I ill.
kick from 12 yards out
\ l’s & THE
with SJS ahead only 2-1
CHILDREN"
at the time
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Permanent Hair Removal
on
Lip, chin, cheeks, forehead, neck, legs,
underarms, abdomen

\pwest methods-Free consultation
locations to serve you:

L’ 1 7 .V. Third
95-099.5

I9Two

2066 The Alameda
243-1221

s
Andrew Ely

Gimmee!

SJS sophomore QB Brad Metheany, hands
outstretched, is caught from the blind tide by a Stanford player and fumbles.
Metheany had taken over for the injured
Dave Ellis on this series of downs.

Title chase

Poloists try PCAA
BARBARA THATCHER
Daily Sports Writer
What do you give a
water polo team that
has everything? The
number one ranking in
the nation? No, they
An undehave that.
feated season? No they
What
have that too.
then?
Conference
The
championship. The one
thing they have never
had.

Al PE

This weekend the
Spartans enter the
PCAA championship
at U.C. Santa Barbara.
They enter with a 16-0
record and must keep
their undefeated status
in order to win the title.
"We’ll win," coach
Lee Walton commented. But his voice
carried a note of seriousness and Walton
seldom seems serious.
"We have good per -

Wrestlers debut
with California

Sporting a new coach
and hopes ofaconference title, the SJS
wrestling team opens
it season tonight at
7:30 in the Spartan
Gym.
New Coach Terry
Kerr will unveil his

SJS judokas
rip Bears

pNoffn
R -1
Decency...!
Comp ssi
Tame. the

JP

By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Sports Editor
Returning to earth
after last week’s Stanford stunner, the SJS
Spartan gridders must
blast off again, both
mentally and physically,
tomorrow night when the
Arizona State Sun Devils
roll into Spartan Stadium at 7:30.
The Sun Devils’ number nine national ranking plus the Spartan’s
13-12 upset over the
Indians, has excited the
college and community
to such a degree that
the first SJS sellout in
many years is expected.
According to Jim
Noah, SJS public relations director, the number of $1.50 student
tickets has been doubled
for the game. He warned, however, 1500 student tickets were sold
yesterday alone, and all

Taking on a -surprisingly strong" California judo team, the
SJS Spartans nevertheless won by a commanding score Wednesday at Berkeley.
Although the score
was 47-10, Jaye Long
of the Spartans pointed
out that Cal was no
pushover.
"They had surprising strength," Long explained. "They had a
lot of football players
and shot putters out
there, and physically,
they were very tough."
This Sunday, the
Spartans have a one
o’clock promotional
meet at the San Jose
Buddist Academy at
Fifth and Jackson.

grapplers as they meet
California.
Kerr has several returing letterman, plus
new, fresh talent to
build his team to contending level.
Top letterman are
Tim Kerr and Dan Cabral.
Kerr captured the
Chico State and Phoenix
Free -style last year,
while Cabral took second in the PCAA finals.
Other letterman are
Oscar Trevino, and Jim
Ray Jimenez
Lucas.
and Pete Murchison
red-shirted last year.
Newcomers expected
to help are Steve Baca,
all -conference at Chabot J.C. and two promising freshmen, Dean
Prescott and Brad Anderson.

sonnet. We play well
together and the team
has outstanding determination," he said. "A
very unique group of
athletes."
The Sp a rtan s, who
have first seeding in
the tournament, face
the winner of the Long
Beach - UOP contest
this afternoon. If they
win they play Saturday
at 11 a.m. against the
winner of a four way
struggle between Santa
Barbara, Fresno State
L.A. State and San Diego State.
"Long Beach could
be the most difficult.
They have a well seasoned team, but more
importantly there is a
certain rivalry between
the two squads," stated
Walton.
Earlier in the season SJS defeated Long
Beach 10-2, but last
season they lost to Long
Beach in the championships.
Should the Spartans
win the conference title, they face the NCAA
championships during
Thanksgiving vacation.

the student tickets may
be sold before tomorrow.
Averaging 37 points a
game, the fast and physical Sun Devils (8-1)
possess "speed beyond
description and a
swarming type of defense that can force a
team into making mistakes," coach Dewey
King warned.
Still savoring Northern California Coach of
the Year honors, King
related how Arizona
State, trailing Wyoming
last week in the third
quarter, scored three
touchdowns in as many
minutes on their way to
an overwhelming win
over the Cowboys 52-19.
"They have tremendous running backs in
Steve Holden and Woody
Green," King said. "ASU
can explode and score
in any conceivable situation."
Stopping this potent
offense will be the task
of the Spartan defensive
unit that has performed
near miracles in two
consecutive contests.
A winner of nine national and area individual awards after Stanford, the pressure will
be on Dave Chaney.
Chaney, whose picture
has adorned the sports
pages of the local newspapers all week after
his superlative performance, will almost
need a repeat effort if

the Spartans are to stop
the Sun Devils.
The opportunistic SJS
offense, however, may
find it a bit easier to
move the ball against
Arizona State.
Dave
Ellis and company were
throttled statistically by
Stanford’s "Thunder
Chickens", but got the
ball into the end zone
when given half a
chance.
Although the Spartans
own an 11-10 series
edge over Arizona State,
the Western Athletic
Conference powerhouse
has won seven of the last
eight meetings between
the teams.
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EUROPE,

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast Fly
One Way From $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP-S.ISC Members

FOX Theatre
140 SO
yOSt
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NOON SUNDAY
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’THE YOUNG
GRADUATES’
WED - SA
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The R,cherd
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1950’sROCK&ROLLREVIVAL
IN RE I’H;(),.

CHUCK BERRY BILL HALEY & THE
COMETS SHIRELLES BO DIDDLEY DO VEILS
BOBBY COMSTOCK
& THE COMSTOCK LTD
San jo...t I :is it tirlitorittin
Friday . N0%1’111111’ 2() ... 8:30 PM
s3.50. s 4.30. $5.50
San Jose Box Office 912 Town B Country 8111510, San Jose 2461160
Tickets also at Peninsula Box Office. Menlo Park 0542600
All Ticketron and Maey’s

GARY U.S. BONDS

UNDERGROUND RECORDS
Corner of 2nd & San Fernando

Special Low Price Sale On:
Seals & Croft
Lamb
Sesame Street
Alice Cooper

1252

Sweat Water
Dion
Pearls Before Swine
Jim Kweskin Jug Band

ersorsor**rfirskarrtrik-Ores-ssrorssrarskr*-1krtriarieritio

20% OFF
USED & BOOTLEG
Friday & Saturday Night
9 PM ’Till Midnight

If it hadn’t been for the water,
we’d have been just another pretty face.

* NOW OPEN *
State Book Shop’s

ECONOMY ANNEX
Over 5,000 Used Books
9c to 9^c
C8roreoWrise

State Book Shop
389 S. first. S J. CY7-4797

The
Ultimate
REALISM!

0111 witummpll.,.
The Sensational NEW Third Dimensional
Film Process you have been reading about.

Dernsler’s A 1 Nigger Jeans have 4 patch pockets The low snug fa
looks great on guys and girls 09-510

"Behind Demster’s six guns and four
bullets, the Old West hasn’t a chance..."

VINCENT

PRICE

In his most terrilYing role

NOUP
Pr

Ge
;
,Ecutocoi.on ,’A Mind Bending adventure in fantasy!’
CHARLES BRONSON PHYLLIS KIRK CAROLYN JONES
me; .1r ev ANDRE de TOTH ....rt.,. CRANE WII BUR
SHERRI% / STE REOVISION INTERNATIONAI
WARNER ORD,

MATINEES
SAT & SUN

STUDENTS
$1.50

We found this old tray in the attic the other day. It’s one of those things that
make you wonder how you ever managed to get where you are. We have to give full credit
to our water: the naturally-perfect brewing water of Ibmwater, Washington.
We certainly didn’t get where we are because of our hard-hitting advertising trays.
Stop in and help us celebrate 75 Years in the Sante Location. Olympia Brewing Company.Tumwater,Wash. 8 to 4:30 every day.
Oly ^
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Law school openings
for AsianAmericans
Loyola University quired.
basis of need.
School of Law is offerAll applications for
Application, broing a limited number the September ’72 term chures and test appliof openings to Asian - must be submitted to the cations may be obtainAmerican students who school prior to Feb. 1, ed by writing Loyola
would not ordinarily 1972. Stipends and tui- University School of
have the opportunity to tion grants are avail- Law, 1440 W. Ninth St.,
obtain a legal education. able and awarded on the Los Angeles.
Asian -American representatives from Loyola will be on campus Monday from 4 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m. in the C.U.
Pacheco Room to discuss the program with
The SJS chapter of the dents with the organiinterested students.
Christian Science Col- zation’s study room at
lege
Organization is 505 S. 10th. St., Suite
Grade point average
and law school admis- holding an open house 102, where the open
sion test scores will Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. house will be held, and
The purpose of the to help students learn
not be the primary criteria for admission. event is to acquaint stu- about the organization.
However, a grade point
average of 2.5 is re -

Open house

STUDENT ELIONTS
Camp’s roe kx eAt.e.wovgawletwr s
rem *eV or res. coast to Europe

Prison rapping
The author of the
Keldgord Report to the
California Department
of Corrections, Robert
Keldgord, will be guest
speaker at the Sociology
Club’s regular meeting
tomorrow.
Keldgord, who advocates the closing of San
Quentin and Folsom

Per000

o ,rs era. able woe ten per.,
10,00 Non To sat
lea ’me. TM Ceileeere.
Peneley
ISST
’022 Ai

441t4
(.9

v ttv.kwultutt

2 discuss

Pizzo Pie
SMEECHA PIE
PIZZA PIE POOH!
USE THIS COUPON WE’VE GOT ONE
FOR YOU!

25% OFF
ON ANY PIZZ
Coupon Good
Fri., Sat., & Sun
Nov. 19-21, 1971

1954 SJS-Stanford grid match

Victory photo stolen
In 1954 San Jose Slate
beat Stanford 19-13. An
action photo of that game
was taken,enlarged,
framed, and has hung for
several years in a hallway of the Men’s Gym.
Yesterday, Mrs. Geraldine Gray, office
supervisor for the Intercollegiate Atheletics
Department, reported to
the Campus Security
that the picture is missing. The report stated
that the picture was affixed to the wall with
four bolts. The picture
was
valued at $100.
In other Security listings, a woman’s coat and
two tape recorders were
also reported as stolen.
Sharleen Taylor, Industrial Studies Department secretor return -

"FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME...BEST AUDIO-VISUAL
EXPERIENCE IN TOWN!" William Wolf. Cue

"The

ity -type institutions,
will speak in the C.C.
Pacifica Room at 3p.m

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY AT 7:15 9:30
MATINEES SATURDAY & SUNDAY AT:
1:00 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

home-made
ice cream

Touch"

Shown al 7 & 10 30

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
& Santa Clar

tution of small commun-

NICIELODEON

riliNh’Y

COW SHOWIN)

LINCOLN !I MAR STS.
SANTO CRUZ
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Angela

poops/iv-sir
7s..imt;

Elliott Gould
in Ingmar Bergman ’s

prisons and the substi-

Street carrying a sim
ilar tape recorder.

that he observed a man
on East San Carlos

ed from lunch and hung Union The two recordher $100 suede and lea- ers are valued at
ther coat in a locker in $985.95.
Weisgal, according to
room 109, according to
the report checked the
a Security report.
Leaving her job in doors of room 321 late
the afternoon, she re- Tuesday night.
turned to the locker and
A few minutes after
the coat was gone.
midnight he returned to
Ted Weisgal, student the room, found the
worker in the College doors open and the reUnion is listed as hav- corders gone.
ing reported the theft
A witness later reof two tape recorders
from room 321 in the ported to the Security
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SJS students Skip Bailey and David Piper will
be part of a forum discussing the Angela Davis situation today at 11
a.m. on KTAO (95.4).
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The two-hour program will be highlighted by a New York interview with Miss Davis
from 11:00 to 11:30.
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Dernster Sucks, Poe of stars, wears
A I Pegg., Jeans m IS,, and every
eptC he makes These ore mid T.
Comfort leans with one flap bad

pocket $11413
"15emster Bucks picks up where
Constance Talmadge left off..."

AN A-I PICTURE
try Law You Pantinif

1530 I. Soots Clots St.
One blocN2Esanslow.,,no,e
Open 9 30

30

Thursday Tu.,

219 Pal Costa
21 I
iI
Open 1 30
y.ay

I
/I Lemon Up and products with
That’s the difference between
or extract. That’s why Lemon
just a little lemon fragrance
Up Shampoo makes hair shiny clean. That’s why Lemon Up
Facial Cleanser is far better than soap. And that’s why Lemon Up
Anti-Blemish Lotion with hexachlorophene is your best defense
against oil-troubled skin.

November

C.U. group show

By

CONNIE

Daily

came

FUKUDA

Fine Arts Editor

Harlem.

consisting

in

the

his

or

19th century.

suddenly

There was
an awareness

Black artist and
became sub-

the

works

and critical
society as a whole.

of

jective

the new century

"Hope Street" is

Her

Black

an optimistic

by

style of the 18th

1920

artistic revolution from

The early art of the
Black man in the New
World was objective and

With

the

Since

then,

Black art

major

indivi-

areas:

dualistic
Black

art

artists and
created pri-

marily for other Blacks.
144-1N1
MUMS OMB
ILISS011 Kt II. AT 1111111111.11

The College Union exhibit (through Dec. 3),

HILLSTROM
CHRONICLE
plus
VON RICHTOSEN
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the

Johnson,
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has

of

of

racism.

titled

trio
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of
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of life

bones

within
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used

cars

Leasing

Financing

paintings,
bridge’s

John Outtermetal

Hammons and
works

exhibit

a cross

any New Car

rent
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captures

section of cur-

Former U.S. attorney General
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Spec lel Events Committee
a non -pro fit student organization
lpm
6

General $2.00 advance
6
Student $1.00 advance 151.50.1 door)
6 Tickets awilWil at all Micy1s, all Tickelron, San Francisco State /(,
( Creative Arts Box Office. UC Berkeley Committee for Arts and (
Lectures, Stanford Troiseider, ASUSF. Ttcket Offic
TICKETS
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Gazing

of

strains

By PAT HAMPTON
With

humor, love and

destruction nicely wov-

will

chocolate that is)

"The

$1

Adfor non-

and

The Black Experience
which will con-

Tale of soldier
was well-done

Black

en

into

a dance and

music setting Tuesday’s
"Tale

of

a Soldier"

benefit performance
was

well -worth

seeing.

Speaker trouble in
Morris

Dailey Auditor-

caused some conthe first few

ium

spiring Devil bought

the

rest of the evening with
notable performances.
Although
man’s

was

speaking

Ammer a

role

(who

voiced

brought

across

in

the

fid-

Board’s

Events

Stravinsky’s

er

WELCOME BACK

BUSY BEE
RESTAURANT
Formerly Angelo’s Steak House
Serving Si Students for 40 yrs.

large glass of milk Free with any meal

score of

GROUP DISCOUNT RATES 15 OR MORE - 25r

10:30

a.m.
Hall

OFF

FREE PARKING --EARL and AL’s 38 S. 3rd

assistant pro-

fessor of music.

OPEN 7 am to

stop at SJS to play

10

pm

Monday at

for students
cert

FRI -SUN

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL:

the direction of Higo

Harada,

10-9 Dolly

Open

6th & Santa Clara

divi-

sion.

strength.

done by seven members
of the music faculty und-

Ammerman as

Program

Minority

equal

the play was very finely

dling soldier and Alfred
Gonzalez as the con-

A.S.

price sale on Halloween Candy

the
both

call.
ic

is a function of the

non-

minutes

after curtain But after the statwas cleared, Mark

ber,

the good

soldier’s thoughts to the
audience)
parts

1/2

tinue into early Decem-

timing of narrator Tony
Saenz

sternation

Henri Honegger, eminent Swiss cellist presently on a world tour,

with

three fe-

vocalists.

Month,

In the College Union gallery is Marie
Johnson’s "The Window," a work containing a wooden figure with attached
"hair" and real potted green plants.

art.

Cellist
performs
Monday

RAMSEY CLARE

Mil Orders: USF Special Events Committee
Information: 752-1000 Ext. 356 or 752-0955

sculp-

body paintings of

ture,

ience"

USF Memorial Gymnasium, Golden Gate near Masonic

Brad-

There is no doubt that

Test Drive

NOVEMBER 21st AT

David

the C.U. "Black Exper-

MOTOR IMPORTS
STAR
PII. 286-6500
375 S Market

SUNDAY,

in the

of Dana Chandler.

Peugol

Rental Cars

.5 1/2% Interest

is

psychological

Tbe exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster

Bank

show

included

David

All makes and models available
See the new Front -wheel drive R-12

anal lotn. ol

Also

t o rd ’s political -type

1499.1799. 2399.
of

materials from

A STORE FULL OF TURKEYS

students.

tains and brings out the
utilizes

Saturday

students and 50 cents for

creation con-

nature.

the

Chevelles,"
mission is

Black

raw essence of life and

Soul

provide
for

Candy and Ice Cream

asked.

ballroom
male

Black

display,

A do-

dance, which gets under
way
at 9 p.m. in the

tangle.

Like the other
artists

ASH cards and faculty
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the College

night’s homecoming

and oval -

encloses a
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"Windy
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Fiat Renault Peugeot
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clothes.

10% DISCOUNT
line

Mrs.

Purifoy’s

Santa Clara Valley Box Office
287-5967
140 W. San Carlos
Sherman Clay
50 N. \\ inchester 296-7867

life,

p.m.

Hail

"El

Union Ballroom.
nation
will be

Assemblage" is a

Purifoy’s

Complete

to

shaped pieces of suede.

ities

is

attitude provides startcontrast

November 27

THE BAND

dance

drama,

8:15

titled

stab at a contemporary

figures dressed in real

Jackson"

The

piercing

His

SI

S.F. Civic Auditorium

"(Imola Blacks" tonight.

and

ation of suede, straw

er and Child" and "Mrs.

NEW

the

bigotry

created,
of cutout

figures,

through

November 26

and poetry, will be presented by the arts troupe

plexi-

symbolizing

animal

X’s

Malcolm

a

December 10 & I I

CAT STEVENS

soul

a

in

the Con-

72 E. Santa Clara St.

of the Music

San Jose

297-7184

Building.
The morning concert

or la is

is primarily
Music

Christmas Charter Flights

NEW YORK
!, LONDON
? LONDON

$139. _II
$246.:
ROUND TRIP

$139.1ONE

Phone (415) 392-8513
CAPITOL INT E RNA IONAL A I Fl WAYS
MAD. TIDAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INF2RMAR2Ie

? CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 44103
me Information on Iffpnif
Plume Nei
ASS, Nei
Clle.stat

for the

class (SurWe have examined the statement of financial condition of the
San Jose State College Foundation for the year ended June 30,
MI. Our examination was made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and accordingly included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing
procedures as we considered necessary In the circumstances.

vey of Music Literature
in

Performance) taught

by Professor Patrick
Meierotto,

a

friend

of

Honegger.

ROUND TRIP

WAY

These fights He open to students, faculty, staff
Iemployee. and then fmtnediete family
SPRING & SUMMER FLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FOR SCHEDULES. CALL OR WRITE

?

118

sac,..

mu au um is mas

In our opinion, the accompanying statement of financial
position presents fairly the financial position of the San
Jose State College Foundation at June 30. MI, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles consistent with
that of the preceding year.

II
Mon Tux, Wed Thurs Seals $I DO
F.-. Sift Sun Seals SI before 2 pm

NOW PL,A Y/NG

FERGUSON & YOUNG
CIAT111.0 PULIC ACCOUN ,,,,,

John Wayne
Rkhard Boone
"Big Jake"
C.

4444-,

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE FOUNDATION
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION

Gr91,‘

JUNE

-SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL GUNFIGHTER.

;A,

1971

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS

Starring James Garner
Suzanne P le shette
Starts Wed -Custer of the West’’
Starring JnIfrny

Cash
Marketable securities (market value S520,891)
Receivables
Prepaid expenses

A bargain

91,154,274
483,249
178,048
20,865

S1.836,436

Total Current Assets

785, 219

FIXED ASSETS - COST LESS DEPRECIATION 945,320

The Devil (Alfred Gonzalez) entices
soldier (Mark Ammerman) with a book
that foretells events.

S2.621.655,

Total Assets

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
CURRENT LIABILITIES.

11111210d111% FRO
am ARBOR MO

VW all

BLEU SHUT
by
ROBERT Oh Dem Watermelons NELSON
WINNER ANN ARBOR
FILM WITH THREE DANCERS
by ED EMSHVVILLER

pants
from

PUTTING THE BABIES B
LOVE TOAD CROCUS

grodinsother to m
for the
better half
ALMADEN-VALLEY
SAN ANTONIO
nights. SHOP
LTO

5

FAIR -

Monday -Friday

SUNDAY

(except

Fremont)

NOON

.

;Santa Clara County Fairgrounds;

ience Month happenings.
A dramatization of

"hope" works.

"sculpture"

NEW low as

is

BEACH BOYS

highlight this
weekend’s Black L:xper-

horrify-

Beast"

and

5

Nov 25, 26 8 27

ELVIN BISHOP

dance

mask -like skull peering
through

Noah

students with

hand,

ling

art,

To all

other

Johnson’s rather cheery

Marie

MON THOU TOURS
Weekends $1 f.0

caged

themed "The Black Ex-

assistant

ADMISSION 99’

live

Davis’

"The

Drama

timelessly

perience,"
latter trend.

BROWN

of an actual

staring at a
canary.

ing

sculpiure

framing an old

Black

On

has branched off into two

PRINCETON PLAZA

window

WINTERLAND SERIES
SHA NA NA

Black
events
on tap

Ethnic awareness

19, 1971, Page

& animated erotic version

Contract payable
Accounts payable
Payable to other funds
Excess of grants and contracts received
over expenditures - Note
Project credit control

19,272
100,339
140,1463

31.955
156,741

Total rurrent Liabilities

$

448.77e

90.571

NON -CURRENT PORTION CONTRACT PAYABLE
Total Liabilities

539,349

FUND BALANCES:
General Fund
Designated Fund
Auxiliary Activities Fund
Endowment Fund
Plant Fund

t

561,256
135,857

808,165
519.083
57,945

2.082,306
of the alphabet
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT

S2.621.65

The accompanying note is an Integral part of the financial state,erlt.
Grants and contracts are recorded in the books so as to record
the uncollected amounts due from the agencies and to record the
unexpended amounts available for the projects.
These amounts
have been combined in this financial statement to report the
excess of the amounts received over the amoents expended.
Expendable Restricted Fund Grants and contracts receivable
Grant credit control (liability)
Excess

51.596,907
1,568,962

1_11,151
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Spartan Daily Classifieds

For new Chicano college

Benefit staged
SJS Chicano students, the Chicano community
faculty, and members of will stage a benefit tonight as part of a celebration honoring the
Build your own
anniversary of the 1910
ClassicGuitar
Mexican Revolution.
or Dulcimer
The show begins at
Jena Niche Guitar Works
7:30 in Hardeman Hall
2154 D Old Middlefield WY.
View
Mountain
at Willow Street and LoWed Sun
2nrn 11prn 964 1610
cust Avenue. There is

KEEP YOUR BODY BEAUTIFUL

ASTOR’S
FULL 5 MIN 350
AUTO WASH
804 Lincoln Ave.

732 So 1st

obts BOOTS
FOR ALL

RED-J,NC
Since 1919

OR TALL

SHORT

WIDTHS

SIZES

NAKKow
to
Extra WIDE

6 to 14
V:-

STYLE SHOES
IN EXTREME SIZES IN STOCK
You headquarters
FOR All TYPES Of
SHOES ANO HURTING 10019
OPEN 10 6 INES Ma FRI Ill 9

WE WELCOME ALL
BANK CHARGE CARDS

WING
RED
SHOE STORES

ar2Z
I:g1"

SUNNYVALE 1057 E El Camino Near Lawrence Expy I 244 3473
SAN 10SE 66 Almaden Ave (In the Greyhound Bldg.) 292-9416
CAMBRIAN 3681 Union ,Across Irom Cambrian Plaza) 3711111
"WE FIT THE HARD To FIT

AA ABCDE EE EEE EEEE

no door charge, but do- by Jose Luis Orozco,
nations will be asked.
poetry from New MexThe proceeds from ico by Lautaro Vergathe benefit will go to- ra, and folklore of New
ward organizing El Col- Mexico by Cleotas Vigil.
egio La Raza Enaztlan,
Acevedo, on leave
a Chicano college, by from the SJS Mexican
SJS professor Jorge American Graduate
Terrazas Acevedo.
Studies, will also talk
Highlights of the about the college.
evening will be acts
Lila Gonzales Garfrom the guerilla thea- finkel, SJS professor,
ter El Teatro Campe- will be master of ceresino, music and singing monies.

Food needed:
Give a can
Four SJS student organizations, Circle K,
Alpha Phi Omega, Spartan Shields and Spartan
Spears, will climax a
week-long canned food
drive Sunday by canvassing neighborhoods
throughout the valley in
search of food for needy
families.
The organizations,
assisted in distribution
by the Salvation Army,

hope to collect 6,000
cans.
Last year they
got 4,000.
Any canned goods left
over after the 80 families -in -need are provided for will be saved
for Christmas.
Persons wishing to
contribute food may
drop it off at West Hall,
375 S. Ninth St., or call
Rick Elliot at 287-3481
to have it picked up.

Sparta Guide 1
TODAY
CHARLES SCHULTZ, noon, Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is peanuts.
BETA ALPHA PSI, 8 p.m., 2335 Waverly St.,
Palo Alto. Walter Landauer, investment counselor, will be guest speaker.
COMEDY TONIGHT, 8:15 p.m., Studio Theater.
Three student directed one -act plays will be
presented: "The Ugly Duckling", "Adaptation,"
and Bea, Frank, Richie and Joan."
IRANIAN STUDENTS, 12:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
FRIDAY FLICKS, 7 p.m., and 10 p.m. Morris
Dailey Auditorium. "Paint Your Wagon." Admission 50 cents.
COLEGIO DE LA RAZA EN AZTLAN, 7:30 p.m.,
Sacred Heart Church, Willow and Locust streets,
Harteman Hall. Anniversary celebration of Mexican Revolution.
FOLK AND ROCK, 9 p.m., Jonah’s Wail, 300
S. 10th St.

fLI
hil

E

PISCEAN WATE00EDS-1850 W San
Crios 294 1455 Just West of the
Kong Owen $24 Twin $111.
Gap
Safety Leer $2. Frames 514 10
year guarantee on all beds
Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture. taalps
Ask about our NRO polocy
tries
294 1455
SHAKLEE
Ecologic/Illy Sound:
Home Cleaners Basic H, Basoc L
Food Supplements Instant Protein.
plain A. with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetus. beauty aids & personal
care items
Phone 297-S866
John A Mary Rhoades
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R rngr & arrists needed for new recycling center Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer
phone 2879003 or 371-6690.
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co ed who can’t afford
900,000 Betty Crocker
the expense
Coupons Ideposited at into booth of
stud Unonni by Dec 10 will pay
Please help it you
for machine
can!
_
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of S.J For
For free
the non -theistic searcher
info wrote P 0 BOX 881, San Jose
95106 or call 294-5017
ENCOUNTER - Sensory Awareness
Humanist Community of San Jose
Friday Nov 12. 8 P.M Contributoon
$2
738 No 2nd St Phone: 294-5017
CHANGE OF PACE!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Basic
Eufrazoa School of Ballet
"musts" for the beginning dancer
Phone 267-1331 or 246-6675.
FRIDAY FLICK "Paint Your Wagon"
7 & 10 P M. Morris Dailey Aud
50c admission
SKY CABIN- North Shore Tahoe. People needed to share rent for the season. Call John- 298-3746
SKIERS: I need friend to ski Alps
(cheap charter) this X-mas vacation Call 289-9581. anytime.
THIS FRIDAY, NOV. 19t, in the privacy of your own car, you can participate in one of the finest activities
For only $3.00 you
that can occur
can have up to six hours of fantastic,
There will be special
frolicking fun
help for first timers and beginners
Just come to San Jose Gem on N. 1st
between hwys 17 and 101 anytime from
6-9 pm Trophy’s will be given to the
the way,
winners in each class Oh -by.
its a Zodiac Car Rallye
AUTONIOTIVt 11 i
’63 TR-0 Wire wheels, Radio. Heater
Ven, good condition
Must sell.
$250 or best offer.
Chuck Dodd
245-1618
’64 MGB-RED, w wheels, very clean
$695
’62 CHEV-Very good condition New
lir es 2 -dr. $325 Call Tom 736- 7241
3 -WHEEL MA IL
WESTCOASTER
5125 or best offer over.
TRUCK.
Call after 6pm 292-6427
_
. .
’70 TRIUMPH TB 6 650 clean. Excl.
cond Many accessories. $1000. Size
7-1/8 helmet a $70 value for 920.
287-1253
1970 YAMAHA 250 ENDURO
A 1,
extras. see to appreciate, 5550 287
6975
V.W. & IMPORT ELECTRIC REPAIR.
New. rebuilt & used parts. Herbert
German Motors 456$ San Salvador.
Call 295-4247

Introducing...

43.1110 4

69 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, power
steering. fastback, Superb. A steal
al 51995 or best offer. 29,083 after
3 P M

IIISCEAN

64 PONTIAC CATALINA convertible.
PS & PB Exc. mech coed & nt.
Good tires. Radio. $395 firm. Ph.
293-3886 (before 10 cm. -6 p.m.)
,
’67 AUSTIN HEALY ROADSTER. 3000
Mark 111. Must sell! $1650 or best
offer Phone 269-3898

Featuring Heated Waterbeds by

INNERSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
::

the original waterbed

We offer a complete line of waterbeds.
$46
King
$46.
Queen
$33
Twin
Includes 2x10 frame, liner, and foam insulating pad.
10 -year guarantee on all beds.

To better introduce ourselves, we
are giving away a king-size Indian
handprinted spread with purchase
of any complete waterbed.
Waterbed Heaters: $35
Also wall tapestries, Easy Line furniture, Organic furniture &

custom-made frames & headboards..

Ph 287-7030

35

SOU H

FOURT

See also Pieced, Waterbeds at 1860W. See Carlos. Ph. 294-1439

’67 OLDS Cutlass Sup . Bat seats
4-904 Will trade for VW bg or bus
or $900 Call Larry 289-9964

&AMOUNT IM Of 1

’65 COMET, 2 dr 6 stick, RIM, 43,000
mi , new brakes. clean $445, Wkday
987 1391. eve 6 wkends 241-6975
fOlt

All

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store incites you to compare quality. service, and price wEten buying your
Call us anytime or stop
waterbed
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from SJS at /CO Park Ave
corner of Deimos 286 1263
,
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price Quality books & records
Top pr cos paid cash
purchased
Lots of science fiction,
or trade.
simplementas. classics. RECYCLE
196 So 2nd St 286-6275
THE PISCEAN
35 S 4th 1/2 block north from SA
library King -queen complete beds
$4600 Double $42.00 Twin $3300
Frames $14, liners $2 heaters $35
10 year guarantee on all
and up.
Also water sofas, modern
beds.
organic furniture, tapestries Mellow sales people 35 S 4th
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
A chance to live for free
cottage
and earn considerable yearly equoly
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S
7th St Ph 293-8656
WATERBEDS: Complete Kinf Sine,
Including Far -Out Finished
$45.95
Frame. Aqua-Snogsa. 1415 The Ala 12-11 Mon. -Sat. Ph: 286-3644
node
In
NIKKOR 300mm lens, unused
original box. $300 retail Sacrifice
for $175 275-0596 after 5
STEREO, Akt 1500 Tape Deck &
Sansui 3000A Tuner Amp & 2 spk
$350. 371-5486
GIRLS USED HENKE SKI BOOTS with
tree stand. Six 6 1/2 7. Good cond.
$20 Call Penny after 6P .M 292-3678.
WEDDING DRESS NEVER WORN Size
5. Price $30.013 266-3780.
12 STRING GUITAR,
243-1846

CALL TRISH

PUEGOT BIKE FOR SALE, 23" $v0
Phone 292-9678.
Great condition
AKAI 1800 $D TAPE RECORDER reel/
reel (1 7/8, 3 3/4, 7 1/2, 15 IPS) &
2 Mice. $225
track Cartridge.
292-3802
SKI BOOTS ’71 LANGE PRO’s. self molding Lange -fie -hoer, size 8- 1,2Excellent cond. Used only
9 med.
twice Boot tree andbag included $90
Call John 298-3746
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35c per
pound. Any amount Ph 293,2954
WAN1ED (41
"COL LE GE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attraction shapeiy coed
for wealpeid model whose pictures
writ *pear in nationally distributed
cottegiate art calendar If interested
send bikini picture immediately lo
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144E Grant
Road. Tucson, Arizona 65712"
DRIVER WANTED 30. to 50’. commission good earnings 9 11 AM
Tropic! Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gomery St 297 4228
NEEDED’ People who went to better
themselves. Part or full time work.
Unbelievable opportunity. Call: 2479685 & 275-0120
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTSAustralia, Europe, S. America. Africa, etc. All professions and occupations. $7013 to $3,000 monthly. Ex penes paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information - Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept. 9C Box 15071, San Diego,
CA. 92115.
PART OR FULL-TIME lob opportunity for ondividuals or couples with
management or leadership abilities.
Inquire 275-6646

PANEL’54 GMC 6 cyl 4 -speed 2275
371-5486 %Int Cond

BABYSITTER WANTED:
2 prePart-time to full-time
schoolers
later Phone 259-3946.

’88 Chevell SS396- Vinyl roof. 4 speed, maps, new tires - excellent
Firm 297-6561 Eves.
cond. 51750.

PART or full time work for widow
duals or couples with management or
leadership abilities. Inquire 275 -6646

ALFA ROMEO ’62 convertable $895.
Excellent coed New engine, top. Call
Jack 295-9607

neat part- time lob, Earn to
WANT
5500 per month. We will train Salary
positions available without investment
Call Sandy: 246-0134

’59 MGA, fact reblt. eng. 800 miles.
New brakes, Perelli lires, tape,
Being
gauges, wood dash, extras.
,CII- 294-6410 Ex. 2771
drafted.
days task for Patty) Nights and weekends Phone, 298-3297
PARKING SOLUTION: ’71 Suzuki 1125 1300 moles
Pert. coed Under
12’..111, warranty. $425 re/helmet
Ph 226-3460
1968 Olds Convert Clean, hull power.
Beautiful, Most seeto appreciate $199
or best offer. 227-8153,
HONDA ’71 CL 350. Like new with
luggage rack $650. Also internetional 58 1/2 ton PU New tores& brakes,
rims good $450 Call Rick at 259-2582
or 226-3120
ANNOUNCING
The Amazing
Auto Flea Market
Where Sellers Profit
And Buyers Save
We need "Private Parties" who are
SERIOUS about selling their vehicle’
any make or model. Last weekend we
attracted over 39 "Prospective Buyers" for each new vehicle on display.
You will see serious buyers! Each
weekend prospects have been in the
We simply do not have
hundreds!
enough vehicles on display for sale.
Last Sunday vehicle was sold within
one hour after entering ow premises.
Our opening oWer gives you display
privileges for two days for Inc towhee
of $8 However if you donotsell after
Iwo days you may RETURN free of
charge any Sat. or Sun between the
hours of 9:00 a.m & COO p.m , unto! your vehicle is actually SOLD Professional appraisers will be an handto
help you decide on price (We brim
anxious buyers smarting the arrival of
more VW’s, and moderately priced
transportation vehiclesl.
ATTENTION
FOOTBALL FANS
Although The Public Auto Mart strongly recommends each seller remain
with his car at all limes, it is not absolutely necessary. Drop your car off
Pick d up at 310
before the gone
p m Prospective buyers will be sop plied "Prospective Buyer Interest
Cards’ Si be left with your vehicle if
interested
BUYERS READ THIS
Your adrnossion is free You deal di’
red with private sellers This means
no middleman commissions LastSuri day 48 different vehicles were on Inca lion for your inspection. There were
a number of Sports Cars. 2 Campers,
A Pick -Up, All types of general auto mobiles, and Station Wagons - Even
’593 dr "Landon Taal" Neel weekend
there will be an evengreater selection
E very Saturday and Simcley
Capdol Drive -In
Capitol Expressway & Monterey Rd.
San Jose
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meelong Place for Private Parties Ss buy and sell cars."

HOUSING IS)
FOR RENT! I, 2, b 3 bdrm Apt.
w/w carpets. AEK w/pool. $115, 5150,
C.d.-0y located 3
$180 p/mo.
miles from campus lust off Almaden
Expry. 2445 Ronconada Dr Mgr Apt
01. No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 PM 266-1611 Quiet
area. conducive for studious indivi
duals.
FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
18 yrs old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
campus Call Robert- 298-2308.
MALE ONLY- Single. l’errn,kitthen
prov Clean man only. 115 So. 14th
5.1. P110111, 286-2704
-- -ROOM FOR MENSTUDENTS- Double.
quiet, comfortable, with kitchen prov
lieges, in private home. 146 S. 14th
St. Seri Jose. Call 286-3025
IL

GREAT LOCATION,’ N, o
dents tor 2 bedroom townhouse by
December 1st
$58 per month each
Must be neat 275-0596

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Char 1 le Abr ahem
I love you you DLB

MEN STUDENTS for large double
room
Walk -in closet
K it boric
1.1111
paid Quiet and clean
$50
each Phone 298 1470
WANT TO PARTIALLY SUBLET 1
bdroorn to mature, responsible per
son 25 or over
Partially furnished
8 blks from SJSC Prefer female
WO per month
Patti 275-0222 or
738 1558
GIRL NEEDED to share large sunny
room on friendly 78,51.house $55/mo
Call 287 7853 anytime Can move in
at once
TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate to share large attractive 2
bdrm 2 bat apt Close b school
$68/rno Call Diane 293 1597
ROOM w/kitch priv Newly remodeled, Very clean & quiet Nonsmoker only
4 blk, to SJS $65/mo
287-3125

POETRY WANTED lor anthology Include stamped envelope Idiewok1
Pros. 1907$ Olympic. Los Angeles.
Calif 90021

AUTO INSURANCE- No driver refused
Low Monthly Rate, Quick
Rate Corrpar mon
logo coal MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc $26.00,
In 126 cc 030, to 175 cc 1.14, to 330cc
$38. to 750 cc $64 David Towle 2413900
WENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, ireeservire, no contract
E sche’s 251-2598
TYPING -Term papers, etc , experienced and fast
Phone 269.8674.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST Elect’, Msters Reports Marianne
Tarnberg 1924 Harris Ave San Jose
Telephone 371-0395

PRIVATE ROOM at 22 South Eleventh
Street K itchen prod’. College males
only $55 per mu Call
(Man mier)

253-9844

WANTED: Girls to fill house 397
cm. of S 11th on San Salavador 3
bdrm Irg bit., diner, leg rm , share
bdrm %Wino Call 292 3079
STUDENT wants to share apt with 1
other. Own rm & bath. Away from
campus Chnet
Call 287-8032 after
9-30
ROOMMATE. Own bdrm $85,mo 15
min from campus 247-8154

SUNASU NATURAL VITAMIN Mineral
food supplement
Truthfully Finest
available
Info on distribution or
purchase 736-8759
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY 2351 Santa L IcraStreet
Room 513 Phono 294 4499
FAST, ACCURATE, modern-no mid ty
post, can edit Four moos from rumpus Mrs Aslanian 298 4104
Werminp,
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE:
copying. brochures. banquets onto,
tamers, portiaols DJ, 215 0696

ILLNESS AND JOB TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2200 sq ft Executive
3 year old modem contemporary custom country home on one acre with
magnificoent view
In beautiful rendition. 3 bdrm 2 bath, built in bar,
6 sliding glass -doors, beamed ceiling
throughout the house. 553,500.00 Call

EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing &
Ex English Teacher, IBM
Editing
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Bry
nor at 244-6444, after 530 PM

147 UNITS
4 Swimming Pools
GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS
Neat- C lean -Quiet
Studio Apts. Sep. dr ess ong room
Something Special - Dbl studio convertible lo 2 bdrrns; 2 dressing rms,
2 baths, kit and dining rm; accomodates 0 adults. Well lighted reserved
parking: night security patrol; close
In bus -line. shopping, SJS $105 and
up.
1319 Sunny Court, San Jose:
297-1200

FUTURE CPA’S How to prepare for
the CPA Exam. Becker CPA Review
Course Call Collect 14081 251-8446

SPEED READING -We guarantee to at
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension Learning Foundations. 296-3224

FLIGHT PLANS AVIATION
FPA Flying Club.
Private pilot’s
license $580
Multi engine r along
$255
Low club dues FAA approved
flight school located Reid HrIlview
Airport Phone 259-2582
TUTORING BY COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR!
All levels of math, physics, chemDon
istry, science and statistics
L Nand 243-4685 or Mrs. Lofland
738-4910 #275

2 rooms for rent in home of multi lingual lady. Prefer female students
Call: 253-6730
FURN. 2 bdrm. Carpets, drakes AEK,
pool $150. 555 So. 10th #2 294-2353

GIVE YOURSELF FOR CHRISTMAS!
An 8" X 10" portrait of your countenance would make an appreciated
gift
$5 Addir 1 prints $2 ea Call
Bob 287-9190

FURN, 2-bdrm Carpets, AEK, drapes.
384 E. Williams 119 294-3441
5125
FURN. 2-bdrm. Carpeb.. drapes, AEK
pool, 5130. 560 So 10th ea Phone.
298-2170

TYPING -IBM E lec edit Term pap286-2620
ers -Ih es is -manuscripts
Nr college Fast reasonable. Mrs
Oliver

FURN. 2-bdrm apt Carpets, drapes,
AEK, pool. From $130. 315$ San
Fernando If 10 297.6236

GOLD STAMP your name on Xmas
cards, bookplates, stationery, wedding
ribbons, etc Call Mary Jackson 3770560

ihi k

TYPING IN MY HOME Fast, accurate, minor editing Mrs Baxter, 1330
No Bascom Avenue. Apt 810. Phone.
244-6581

HURRAY FOR THE REDILittle Lynnie
comes of age today. Happy Birthday!
LOST -Small, white Husky, Na we,
Cho. Salt Lake City tags, 01840 Lost
in area of 98,5 Reed. Call 287-2744
after 6 p rn,

1RANSPPklATION

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep. Bruce Freeman can help you
Fly at 1/3
make your GETAWAY
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
off with
and take up to 24 months to pay with
a free TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
287-8668 for info. or 297-1700 for
reservations

BROWN WALLET FOUND! Last Friday, front of library Owner call Mark
296-1228.
Be ready to describe.

PERSONA15
JOBS EUROPE guaranteed& salaried England, Switzerland year-round,
young people 18-29 General help 1st
class hotels For details &application
send $1 00 to Jobs Europe Dept C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91402
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry, all
one of a kind
If you have unusual
desores in this area call me at 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Lardnore
FOR SALE- Tapeworm Wonderful
pet No trouble Goes where you go,
eats what you eat.
Call 2946414

9

EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trop student floghts.
InexpensiVe S tU de 11 f camping tours
throughout West and East Europe, including Russia.. SOFA agent for inter European student charter flights.
Contact: ISCA 11687 San VicenteBlvd.
Suite #4 L A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
826-5669.
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rep for
6 groups. FROM East or West coast
to Europe and beyond "If it’s avail. stile, we can get it " 10-5, Mon -Fro.
549.1995 or 843-1857 2903 College
Ave Berkeley Cal 94705

NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma! $1.00 Bonus
with student ID on first visit Cali.
forma Blood Bonk Foundation, 35 S
Almaden Ave (Opposite Greyhound
Bus Station, Phone 294-6535
FRONTLASH needs people to help
register voters in the Student Union.
Phone 294-9278 after 5 p.m
MARY RODRIGUEZ-Happy anniver
sary, Love, Ralph

STUDENT NEEDS DAILY ’RIDE between Sunnyvale & college. Plasm
call 732-5665 weekends or daily al- ter 5 P.M.
WANTED: Rider going east to MinLeaving approx. Dec. 188,.
neapolis
Call Debbie -1408I 637-1226
FLY TO LA FOR HOLIDAY. $20
Save 1/1, share expenses with private pilot flying Cherokee 6. Leaving
Wed, Nov 24, return Sunday Call
Bill at 287-6302

Nothing Sells Like A
Spartan Daily Classified Ad
11:00 to 3:00
T-TH

9:30 to 3:00
MWf

To Place

STUDENT wants to shed his apt
with one other. 3 blocks from cam
pus
$62.00 per nth
292-0453
UP. Of V. MALE wants to shore apt,
Up to
house
Pref near campus.
Bob Kotch 293.7337
$75 per me

Your Ad

COTTAGE FOR RENT. Upper dry or
$70 per "no Utilities
, grad student
Unfurnished
Available imm
paid
Call Dan, 287-8825 after 6
GIRLS ONLYI New rooms wothkotchen
prov From $60 99 So 9th and 278
So 101h
Across campus. Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514
2 STUDIOUS GIRLS need 1 or 2room
mates to share 2 bdrm., turn quiet,
Call Mngr 294 close to campus
4749 643 So 8th St

294-6414

BDRM. furn. Apt 4- bike from campus Kept quiet. Avail. Dec I. In
quire 165 E. Reed St. 03
FRIDAY FLICKS "Pewit Your Wagon"
7 & 10 Morris Dailey Aud admission
soc
MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet, spacious
2 bedroom apt W/w carpets Built’
Heated pool Lots of
in appliances
cabinet space $150/mo 466$. Sth NI
3 ROOMMATES needed to share apt.
$60
with girl.
2 bdrrns 2 bath.
each 2 blks from 5.16 Call Lorre286- 1569
$125, 2 brm. Unfurnished 4-plex.
Recently painted, Floors refinished,
drapes
Ldy facilities. Singles or
couples Small pet OK 3 miles from
$SC. Phone: 293-5995
STUDIOS & sleeping rooms $80 to
$115
Newly remodeled bldg
All
util. pd. Furnished 620 South 3rd
St Phone 275-1495

CLASSIFIED RATES
r,.
3 lines
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ti lines
.
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7.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2 50
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.50
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five days
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